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Gas Pressure Induced Porosity of CYTOP Polymer.

A Positron Study
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The pore formation in CYTOP polymer under high pressure of argon or nitrogen gases was investigated by
positron annihilation spectroscopy. In the range 0�70 MPa, formation of large open pores was observed. After
reduction of pressure to normal one, the free volumes inside the polymer structure remained enlarged. The structure
of CYTOP can be restored by applying the temperature over 470 K at normal pressure.
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1. Introduction

There are many publications devoted to modifying the
void sizes (free volumes) in the structure of polymers;
in particular to expanding them by exposure to a high
gas pressure [1�7]. The size modi�cation was usually in-
vestigated by positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy
(PALS). The pressures applied to modify the polymer
structure were limited to 2 ÷ 5 MPa, particular atten-
tion was paid to CO2 atmosphere [5�7]. In all papers
quoted above the samples were exposed to a high gas
pressure, but the PALS measurements were performed
after its reduction to normal one; the pressures required
to obtain the swelling e�ect were rather low, not ex-
ceeding 5 MPa, except Ref. [6] (to 24 MPa). This pa-
per presents the results of measurements performed on
the samples being still under pressure when their PALS
spectra were collected. Moreover, much broader range
of pressure, over 100 MPa, was applied. As an object
of study we have chosen CYTOP, a heterocyclic-ring-
-containing polymer (from Asahi Glass Co.) with glass
transition point Tg = 377 K. This polymer is amorphous,
exceptionally transparent in a broad range of wavelengths
from 200 nm up to near IR, applied for short range light-
guides.
The PALS spectra of CYTOP taken as a function of

temperature or pressure with no gas exposure [8] show
only a monotonous decrease of the lifetime and intensity
with an increase of pressure. Like in many other poly-
mers, swelling of free volumes after the exposure to CO2

at the pressure up to 5 MPa was observed in the whole
range of temperatures below the glass transition point [7].

2. Experimental

The PALS spectra were measured using a standard
fast�slow delayed coincidence spectrometer. The sam-
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ples of polymer had the form of discs cut from the 1 mm
thick sheet; the positron source 22Na in a Kapton foil
envelope, 8 mm in diameter, was inserted between them.
The sample-source sandwich was pressed together and
placed in the pressure chamber of the gas compressor
(Unipress U-11). Before the measurements, the cham-
ber was �ushed with argon to remove the traces of air
(oxygen). The temperature of the sample was controlled
with an accuracy of ±0.1 K by the Peltier cell and a heat-
ing coil contacted with an aluminum block clamping the
measurement chamber. The spectra were analyzed as a
sum of exponential components (if not stated otherwise)
convoluted with the instrumental resolution curve, using
the LT v.9 program [9]. The resolution curve was approx-
imated by a single Gaussian, 220 ps FWHM. Some spec-
tra, collected with high statistics, were processed using
the MELT procedure [10], which �nds a quasi-continuous
distribution of lifetimes without an a priori assumption
of the number of components. Absorption of gamma ra-
diation in the walls of the pressure chamber and in the
thick aluminum block reduced the rate of data collec-
tion, so an accumulation of one spectrum containing 106

events required 3 h. The statistics in the spectra for
MELT analysis was by order of magnitude higher.

3. Results and discussion

In Refs. [7, 8], the CYTOP spectra without gas intru-
sion were analyzed assuming the presence of one compo-
nent belonging to o-Ps but with the lifetime distribution
of log�Gaussian shape. However, the MELT process-
ing shows that the o-Ps lifetimes in the samples with-
out previous treatment by high pressure represent not
a single broad component, but two distinctly di�erent,
quasi-discrete ones, ≈ 1.5 ns and ≈ 4 ns. We will call
the free volumes producing these two components �nat-
ural� ones. This form of the spectrum, containing two
o-Ps components, was assumed in the further processing
of the data. It seems interesting that the lifetime of 4 ns
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corresponds, according to the Tao�Eldrup model [11], to
spherical voids of the radius 0.44 nm (or channels of the
radius 0.38 nm), thus, the free volumes in �no pressure�
CYTOP samples are larger than e.g. the typical bubble
which can be worked up in liquids by positronium against
the surface tension.
The PALS spectra of CYTOP as a function of argon

pressure were measured at 298 K. Expecting the appear-
ance of porosity, we processed the PALS spectra using the
LT program assuming the existence of �ve discrete com-
ponents; the three longest ones belonging to ortho-Ps,
the others � to the annihilation of free positrons and
the decay of para-Ps. The only constraint imposed ini-
tially on the analysis was �xing the para-Ps lifetime as
127 ps (an average of lifetimes found in a set of spectra).

Fig. 1. The pressure dependence of τ5 lifetime and I5
intensity in CYTOP in argon atmosphere. Full symbols
� pressure up, open symbols � pressure down. Crosses
denote the lifetime of o-Ps in gaseous argon, diamonds
� I5 intensity in nitrogen atmosphere.

The results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The new
longest-lived component is visible already at the pres-
sure 5 MPa. In all cases, when the �fth component was
found, its lifetime was very close to that of gaseous ar-
gon (see the top of Fig. 1), and, in the �nal spectrum
processing, the values of that lifetime were chosen to be
equal to those obtained in a separate measurement when
the measuring chamber was �lled with gas only. The
similarity of the τ5 lifetime to that measured in pure ar-
gon indicates a weak Ps interaction with the walls of a
void and thus a large size of created free volumes. Due
to the great number of �tting parameters and moderate
statistics, the uncertainties of the lifetime and intensity
were rather large. The highest intensity of the new long
component was about (4 ÷ 5)% at 35 MPa, and then
diminished with pressure; at 70 MPa it amounts to 1%
only. Extrapolating the I5 data one can presume that in
higher pressures this intensity is close to zero. An addi-
tional di�culty appeared while processing the spectra in
the range (80÷ 120) MPa: the o-Ps lifetime in argon at

Fig. 2. The pressure dependence of the lifetimes τ3, τ4
in CYTOP in argon atmosphere obtained by the LT
processing. Full circles � pressure up, open circles �
pressure down. Triangles are for CYTOP in the atmo-
sphere of nitrogen.

these pressures is (4.0÷4.5) ns, i.e. coincident with the τ5.
Thus, the experimental points in Fig. 2 for p ≥ 80 MPa
were obtained for the 4-component analysis.
The fraction of positronium belonging to the new com-

ponent can be produced in the solid and transferred to
big free volumes, or directly in the gaseous medium. One
can suppose that argon penetrates easily into the poly-
mer, producing channels (the radius 0.4 nm is at least
twice of the molecular sizes of argon or nitrogen). The
results of our measurements, however, do not give any in-
formation about the sizes and the concentration of pore-
-like structures, because in this case the lifetime τ5 char-
acterizes rather the gas medium, not the sample. Af-
ter the reduction of pressure to normal one, this compo-
nent is not detectable, thus, the free volumes produced
in the sample by gas pressure are open. The tendency
of the intensity I5 to approach zero at the reduction of
the pressure means also that all Ps forming this compo-
nent are produced in the gas, transitions from the solid
to the pores is negligible, perhaps with the exception of
the lowest pressures. At 5 and 10 MPa, the intensities I5
were found larger than these observed at rising pressure.
It can be an indication that the Ps formation probabil-
ity depends slightly on the structure of the surrounding
medium, which can be modi�ed by the pressure treat-
ment. In the range from 25 MPa down to zero, the life-
time τ4, being the main characteristics of the �natural�
free volumes in the polymer structure, is longer than in
the run with rising pressure; the pressure introduces a
permanent damage of the polymer structure. The same
e�ect was reported by Dlubek et al. [7]. It is interesting
that the lifetime of the main �natural� o-Ps component,
τ4, is almost insensitive to the applied pressure (at least
in the range below 120 MPa; at 320 MPa it diminishes
to 3.4 ns). Figure 3 shows the MELT spectrum of the
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longest-lived components in CYTOP sample at normal
pressure, after the high pressure treatment. It can be
seen that the position of the peak corresponding to τ4 in
the classic processing is not shifted (near 4 ns), but a tail
extending up to 8 ns is added.

Fig. 3. The lifetime distributions of o-Ps components
in PALS spectrum of CYTOP obtained by the MELT
procedure at normal pressure after the cycle of measure-
ments.

The sample, which before the measurements was trans-
parent, after removal from the pressure chamber was
found white, and �u�y. This can be the result of foam-
ing at too fast reduction of pressure (in our compressor
there is no possibility to reduce the pressure at a very low
rate). However, after annealing at the temperature 470 K
or more (i.e. well above the glass transition point), the
sample structure was restored, the sample became trans-
parent again and the PALS parameters returned to the
values recorded before the pressure treatment.

Fig. 4. The lifetime distributions of the two longest-
-living o-Ps components in PALS spectrum of CYTOP
obtained by the MELT procedure at the pressure of ni-
trogen 30 MPa (solid), 40 MPa (dashed) and 70 MPa
(dotted line).

Several PALS spectra were measured with CYTOP in
nitrogen atmosphere. The results were very similar to
those in argon. The highest intensity of the longest com-
ponent was about 4% at 40 MPa, that component disap-
peared above 80 MPa. For the three selected pressures,
the PALS spectra were measured with high statistics and

analyzed by both, the MELT and the LT programs. The
MELT distributions for the two longest lifetime compo-
nents (pores and �natural� free volumes) are shown in
Fig. 4; respective lifetimes from the LT analysis are added
in Figs. 1, 2.

4. Conclusions

The pressure dependence of the longest component (of
pore origin) in CYTOP seems to be independent on the
nature of gas used in the experiment; the pores are the
e�ect of mechanical action of intruding gas. The best
conditions of Ps formation in the gas �lling the pores
appear in a relatively narrow range of pressures around
≈ 35 MPa, at very high pressures the longest lifetime
component disappears. After reduction of pressure, the
lifetime τ4, describing the sizes of free volumes in the
polymer, remains increased comparing to the sample be-
fore treatment. In addition to voids having the sizes as
observed prior to the sample treatment also small num-
ber of larger voids appears.
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